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I.INTRODUCTION 

In Ol1r recent study of statistical property of the antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) 

[1，2]， we found出atthe ensemble of AMD wave fl1nctions of a hot nuclel1s has good statistical 

property of ql1antl1m mechanics in the observables such as the single-particIe momentum distribl1-

tion and the occl1pation probability of single-particle levels [2]. However， AMD has problem in the 

description of the fl1tl1re time evoll1tion of the minor component of the wave packet as an indepen-

dent branch， which is the origin of the failure in the nl1cIeon emission and the phase eql1ilibril1m of 

liquid and gas [1]. Each nucIeon in the nl1cIel1s has a momentum width of the wave packet which 

is an important pa此 ofits Fermi motion in the nucIeus. When the nucIeon emission process is 

described by the exact theory， the minor branch of the nl1cIeon emission should be caused by the 

high-momentl1m tail， which cannot happen in AMD and the whole nl1cIeon wave packet remains 

in the nl1cIel1s because the wave packet is not allowed to split off. Therefore the ironical conclu-

sion of the study of statistical property of AMD was that the problem is not due to anything very 

complex and uncontrollable by the usual microscopic considerations bl1t dl1e to the rather simple 

single-particIe motion which has restriction in molec111ar dynamics with wave packets. This means 

in tl1m that we have chance to overcome this problem by respecting the spreading and the splitting 

of wave packets which are naturally predicted by simple one-body considerations. 

The first pl1中oseof this report is to present an extended AMD model which can generally de-

scribe sl1ch minor branching processes by removing the restriction on the one-body distribution 

function. This is done not by generalizing the wave packets to arbitrary single-particIe wave fl1nc-

tions bl1t by representing the diffused andlor deformed wave packet as an ensemble of Gal1ssian 

wave packets. In other words， stochastic displacements are given to the wave packets in phase 

space so that出eensemble-average of the time evoll1tion of the one縛 bodydistribl1tion function is 

essentially equivalent to the solution of Vlasov equation which does not have any restriction on 

the shape of wave packets. This new model is called AMD-V. Although AMD・Vis eql1ivalent 

to Vlasov equation in the instantaneous time evolution of the one-body distribution function for 

an AMD wave function， AMD-V describes the branching into channels an 
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11. FORMULATION OF A恥ID-V

A. Usual AMD 

Before the incorporation of the stochastic process of wave packet splitting， we will explain the 
usual AMD [3] very briefty for the convenience of the readers. AMD describes the nuclear many 

body system by a Slater determinant of Gaussian wave packets as 

φω=叫叩{-v(町一Zi/y'V叶Zl}χUi(j)]， 、、.，，
'
E
E
A
 

''z‘、

where the complex variables Z == {Zi} are the centroids of the wave packets. We took the width 

parameter v詰 0.16fm-2 and the spin isospin statesχ句 =p↑， p↓， n↑， orn↓. The equation of 

motion for Z derived from the time-dependent variational principle is 

~ _ dZ二T d冗
i1iγ C i円 iT-4=一一うず ωdL dt az;σ. (2) 

CiaJτwith σ，τ= x，y，z is a hermitian matrix， and 1i is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian 
after the subtraction of the spurious kinetic energy of the zero-point osci1lation of the center-of-
masses of fragments. Two-nucleon col1isions are introduced by the use of the physical coordinates 
W = {Wi} which are defined as 

dLf広¥dlog(φ(2)1φ(2))
Wi = y'VRi+ォ r=Pi=ヤ(JQ)む Qii= nyv 丈了¥v..../ij-J' ~.J d(Z;，Zj) (3) 

B. Stochastic incorporation of Vlasov equation 

1. Bαsic ideα 

In molecular dynamics models with wave packets， each nucleon i at the time t = to is repre-

sented by a Gaussian wave packet in phase space 

五(r，p， to) = 8e-2v(ト Ri(tO))2_(P-Pi{tO))2 (4) 

with the centroid Ri and Pi. The total one-body distribution function{ is the sum ofh' In the case of 

AMD， this representation of each nucleon as a simple Gaussian wave packet is valid approximately 

if we use the physical coordinate as the centroid. The time evolution of the centroids Ri and Pi are 
derived from the equation of motion while the shape of wave packets is fixed. 

However， more reliable time evolution of the one-body distribution function is given by TDHF 

equation or Vlasov equation， which is the semiclassical approximation of TDHF equation， 

dh dh d，万 dh dh n 

一一『圃・---・ーーーー・ー一ー・一一ー=，.
dt 'dp dr iJr iJp ~， 

(5) 
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where h = h(r， p， t) is the Wigner representation of the single-particle Hamiltonian calcl1lated for 
the AMD wave fl1nctionφ(Z(to)). Althol1gh Vlasov (or TDHF) eql1ation cannot give the reliable 

time evoll1tion of the one-body distribl1tion fl1nction inthe situation where the system has branched 
into many channels like the仕agmentationin heavy ion colIisions， what we aSSl1me here is that the 

system is represented at t = to by an AMD wave fl1nction φ(Z(to)) which is a Slater determinant 
of compact single-particle wave fl1nctions， and therefore we can safely trust Vlasov eql1ation for 
the instantaneol1s time evoll1tion of the one-body distribl1tion fl1nction. 

ln order to reftecl Vlasov eqllalion to AMD， we take the following stochastic procedure for 
each nl1c1eon i during the short time step between to and to + 8t. For the simpIicity of forml1lae， 
we introdllce new nolations 

ド {Xa}α回 1.....6= {JVr， p/21iJV}， Xi = {Xia}a~I.....6 = {Wi} = {v'VRi' Pi/21iv'V}. (6) 

Then the one-body distribl1tion function at t = to is represented as 

月(x，to) = F(x -Xi(tO))， F伊)='自伝ん吋 (7) 
a~1 

The essential point of AMD-V is to write the one-body distribl1tion fl1nction at t = to + 8t as a 
sl1perposition of Gal1ssian fl1nctions as 

月(x，to + 8ト(l-c)Fか-Xi(to + ot)) + c J g(と)Fか-Xi(tO+ 8t) ーと)d~， (8) 

with the integration variables と= { と与a}a岱併凶s盟叶ペ=斗lん'刊...6'
ma叫li也zedfl1nction g(~)と~) which depend on φ(Z(t白0))，8t and i. The case of c = 0 corresponds to the 
usual AMD withol1t shape changes of wave packets. If we alIow arbitrary g(~) and c， it wil1 be 
always possible to represent the exact soll1tion of Vlasov eql1ation. In order to enable the following 
prescriplion， it is fl1rther necessary to aSSl1me g(と)三oand 0 ~ c壬1.This restriction disables the 
description of the shrinking of the wave packet bl1t seems reasonable since even l1nder this restric-
tion it is possible to describe the diffl1sion of the wave packet which is the important origin of the 
branching into channels bl1t missing in the l1sl1al AMD. Let l1S assume that g(と)and c have been 
determined with a method given later so as to reprodl1ce the soll1tion of Vla'iov eql1ation as ml1ch 
as possible. Then it is possible to re日ectEq. (8) exactly within the framewul k of AMD by giving 
the stochastic displacement ~ with the probability c to the centroid of the wave packet according to 
the distribution fl1nctiong(己)，together with the l1sl1al time evolution of the centroid by the equation 
of motion (and the stochastic two-nucleon colIisions). lt should be emphasized that the average 
value of the one-body distribution function after this stochastic process is just the same as Eq. (8) 
and the stochastic implementation is not an approximate treatment. 

For the time step between to and to + 8t， the above-mentioned stochastic procedures are taken 
for aIl nllcleons i. This means that the system has changed into an ensemble of many branches (or 
channels) at to + 8t， while it was a single Slater determinant at to・Eachbranch is represented by an 

AMD wave function and wilI make further branching in the following time steps just in the same 
way as was done at to・Thefuture time evolution of each branch is solved without any in日uence
from other branches. What is decisively important here is that the mean白eldsin h are different 
from branch to branch， and therefore the日uctuationamong channels are treated correctly unlike 
TDHF and other one-body transport models. This situation is just the same as the branching caused 

by the stochastic two-nucleon colIisions. 
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2. Practical determinatioll ofthe stochωtic displacement 

Now we explain a method to determine g(と)and c which we take in the calculation to be 

presented in this report. Although there can be variolls methods， we take here the simplest method 

by taking account of only the dispersion of the wave packet 

。~b(t) = !かα一丸(t))(Xb -Xb(t))五(X，t)仇

丸(ト!xan似)

(9) 

(10) 

where the dependence of (J~b and Xa on i should be llnderstood implicitly. It should be noted that 
(J~b(t = to) = O/4)Oab・Thereali山 timeevollltion of (J~b can be obtaine仙 yVlasov eqllation as 

ii:zb(t) == 

where x is the sollltion of the cIassical equation of motion with the HamiItonian h for the phase 
space pomt x， 

ル(行仁 川仰}= {侍-Z/M)， (12) 

and 

丸(t)= J xan(x， t)批 (13) 

We can caIculate å~b(tO) using the Monte Carlo integration method or the test pa凶clemethod as is 

usually done in solvi時 Vlasovequation for heavy ion collisions. Since å~b(tO) can be diagonalized 
by an orthogonal transformation， we can assume without losing generality that 

。~b(tO) = å~Ôab ・ (14) 

It can be easily proved that 

Tr[å~b(tO)] =乞δ;=O， (15) 

for the Gaussian wave packet点(x，to). This relation can be considered as a representation of the 

Liouville theo問 m.Inn日nume巾a叫1caIcl川Cα叩1I削ionswe 白命r凶 t出ha瓜tt白hreeof {δ~}a伊阿回叶l九，刊...6 are pos討山i江tivea凶 t出h問

of them are negative in most cases. As we have mentioned before， we cannot treat the shrinking 

components but we respect the diffusing components by giving the stochastic displacement. As-

suming that the reproduction of the second moment 記ofthe diffusion is the most important and 

the effect of the higher moments is negligible， we take the Jistribution function of the stochastic 

displacement g(と)to have a deformed Gaussian form as 

g(と)= rr J2Ua/Tte-叫 rro(与)， (16) 

2 I・2αa = 8-/%， 8
2 =詑 lå~l ， (17) 

n
H
U
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where 82 can be arbitrary but taken as above so that the typical width of g(と)is the same as that 
of the original wave packet点(x，to). Then it is easily proved that å~b(tO) given by Vlasov equation 
are reproduced exactly by the stochastic displacement for the diffusing directions in phase space if 
we take the probability 

c = 4s2ot. (18) 

The choice of 82 is rather arbitrary because frequent small日uctuationsand rare large fluctuations 
give the same diffusion effect å 2• Although it is also possible to take c = 1 and αa = (4å~õt)ー 1 for 
example， we take the above choice because the numerical ca1culation is easy when the probability 
c is small. 

3. Recovery ofthe conservation lows 

The simple-minded stochastic displacement explained above brings about the violation of the 
energy conservation low， and therefore the obtained final states cannot be interpreted as physically 
meaningful日nalchannels of the reaction. The branching by the stochastic process corresponds 
to the decomposition of a Slater determinant to a superposition of Slater determinants in the truly 
quantum mechanical description. Due to the interference among the Slater determinants， they 
need not to be the eigenstates of the energy in order for the total wave function to have the definite 
energy. However， while they are evolving in time toward the final channels of the reaction， their 
energies become the same as the initial energy， because the matrix elements of the Hami1tonian 
between different日nalchannels are vanishing. 1n other words， the energy deviation of each Slater 
determinant produced by the stochastic displacement of a nucleon wave packet will be compensated 
by other degrees of freedom of the nucleus before the system reaches the final state. The standpoint 
of AMD-V is to respect由efluctuation and the independence among the channels at the cost of由e
interference among them. We neglect the finite time to recover the energy conservation and require 
that the energy should be conserved just after the stochastic displacement by adjusting other degrees 
of freedom of the nucleus. Now the problem is how to decide the way of the energy adjustment. 
The most natural requirement is that the energy conservation should be achieved with the least 
modification of the internal (canonical) coordinates of Anuc nucleons in the nucleus由atincludes 
the nucleon i to which the stochastic displacement has been given now. For this purpose， we solve 
the constrained cooling/heating equation 

dZiT d冗 ム dG，
平hγChσi-4=一一+ラ !ηI一一Lケ“utlτdp az;o t718ZJo' 

(19) 

until the energy becomes equal to the initial value with a reasonable precision. Here we have intro-

duced several real functions { Gl(Z)} l-I.....n of the constraints which inclllde the displaced coordinate 
Wi of the nucleon i， the center-of-mass coordinate of Anωnucleons L::jEnuc Wj/ Anuc， and出ecoor-
dinates of irrelevant nucleons which do not belong to the nucleus that includes the nllcleon i. The 
Lagrange multipliers {llz} should be determined so that the constraints are kept， dGzlds = O. We 
further reqllire that the energy adjustment should not change collective coordinates and include 

fol1owing constraint functions into {Gl}， 

-
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(φ(Z)¥ L.1z rlz X plz¥φ(Z)) 

(φ(2)¥φ(Z)) 

(φ(α2)川¥2乞=11rlzr;rlz汀'I"[¥ < 

(令φp阿(2幻)¥ドゆ<[φT(α2))) 
(φ(2)¥ L.Iz PlloPIIt¥<T(Z)) 

(φ(Z)¥φ(2)) 
(20) 

withσ， "[ = x，y ，z. These constraints of coIlective coordinates are based on the idea that the coIlec-
tive energy， such as the incident energy in heavy ion coIlisions， shol1ld not be converted directly 
to the energy for the stochastic displacement which arises from the independent single-particle 

motlOns. 

4. Treatment of exceptional situαtiollS 

There are two kinds of exceptional (but frequently happening) sitl1ations in which the proce-

dures described above do not go straight and the special care is required. 

The first possibility is that the state W after the stochastic displacement is Pauli-forbidden [3] 
and there is no corresponding AMD wave function φ(Z). Should we cancel this stochastic dis-

placement like the Pauli-blocking in the two-nucleon col1ision process， or should we try again by 

generating another random number for the displacement? In order to answer this question， we 

first note that Vlasov equation already respects the Pauli principle in a semiclassical manner be-

cause the Liouville theorem in the classical dynamics ensures that f(I¥p， t) $ 1 is satisfied for any 

t if the initial state satisfies the semiclassical Pauli principle f(r， p， to) $ 1 for each spin-isospin 

state. Since the stochastic displacement has been decided by the time evolution of f according 
to Vlasov equation， no further consideration of the Pauli principle is necessary. The state W af-

ter the stochastic displacement can be Pauli-forbidden because of the mismatch between the exact 

quantum treatment of the Pauli principle in AMD and the approximate semiclassical treatment in 

Vlasov equation. If we simply canceled the stochastic displacement， the correct diffusion given by 

Eq. (11) would not be obtained. Therefore， in the case of Pauli-forbidden W， we shol1ld try again 
by generating another random number for the stochastic displacement. 

The second possibility is that the energy conservation is not achieved by solving Eq. (19) even 

when the system has cooled down to the energy minimum state under the given constraints. Should 

we cancel出isstochastic process or try again by generating another value of the stochastic displace-

ment? This situation often happens in the nucleus with low excitation energy and always in the 

ground state. One of the origin of this case is the mismatch between the quantum mechanics in 

AMD (or in TDHF) and the semiclassical treatment in Vlasov equation. The quantum one-body 

distribl1tion fl1nction in AMD (or TDHF) has high-momentum component even for the bOl1nd states 

such as出eground state. Since we put this one-body distribl1tion fl1nction into Vlasov equation 

as the initial state at t = to， the high-momentum component begins to go out of the nucleus and 

contributes to the diffusion calculated by Eq. (11)， which shol1ld not happen i 

nJ
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displacement is being considered. Therefore we should cancel this stochastic displacement rather 
than try again. 

111. APPLICATION TO HEAVY ION COLLISIONS 

In order to see the important effects of the incorporation of Vlasov equation in heavy ion colli-
sions， we have calculated 40Ca + 40Ca reaction at 3S MeV/nucleon with AMD and AMD-V using 
Fujitsu VPP500 of RIKEN. Some examples of the time evolution of the density are shown in Fig. 
1 both for AMD and AMD-V. Calculated results of the mass distribution before and after the sta-
tistical decay calculation are shown in Fig. 2 for AMD (upper pa口)and AMD-V (iower pa口).In 
the calculation of AMD， most events have tumed out to be binary with very excited (E* /A -5 
MeV) projectile-like and target-like fragmems whose decay is very slow. The yield of light inter-
mediate mass fragments (IMFs) is very small. Few αpartic¥es (0.2 ~ 0.3 per event) are produced 
in the dynamical stage， while the yield of protons is overestimated. In AMD-V， many IMFs are 
produced in the dynamical stage of reaction (t $ 200 fm!c). Their excitation energies is already 
small (E* / A -2 Me V) and therefore the effect of the statistical decay is not important. The mul-
tiplicity of dynamical αpa口ic¥esis about 2 -3 and the overestimation of proton yield is not so 
large. As shown in Fig. 3， we have obtained very good reproduction of the data [4] of charge dis-
tribution with AMD-V as well as other features of the fragmentation. These data have never been 
reproduced 50 well by any other microscopic models and statistical models. 

The difference between the results of AMD and AMD-V can be understood naturally. As men-
tioned before， the usual AMD should underestimate the nucleon emission rate from a hot nuc1eus 
and hence the deexcitation ofthe fragments is too slow， whi1e the resu1t of AMD・Vis reliable. The 
diffusion and the splitting of the wave packet should also affect the binary feature of the reaction. 
It should be noted that the wave packet centroids in the projectile or the target distribute in rather 
compact region of phase space compared to the nuc¥eon distribution which is calculated as the 
centroid distribution folded by the width of each wave packet. Therefore， even when the projec-
tile density and the target density overlap each other， the centroid distributions do not overlap in 
peripheral col1isions. In the true solution， the nucleon transfer and/or the formation of participant 
hot region may happen in出eoverlapped region. However， these phenomena are impossible in 
AMD because the centroids in the projecti1e are passing far from the target in pe 

IV.SUMMARY 

On the basis of AMD ofwave packets for the quantum system， a novel model (cal1ed AMD-V) 
has been constructed by the stochastic incorporation of the diffusion and the deformation of wave 
packets which is calculated by Vlasov equation without any restriction on the one-body distribu-
tion. In other words， the stochastic branching process in molecular dynamics has been formulated 
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FIG. 1. Examples of the time evolution of the density projected onto the reaction plane from t = 0 fmlc 

to t = 300 fmlc for 4OCa+ 40Ca collisions at 35 MeV/nucleon. The size ofthe shown area is 40fm x 40fm. 

Calculated resu1ts with AMD (left two co1umns) and with AMD・V(right two columns) are shown for impact 

parameters b -0 fm and b -5 fm. 
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so出atthe instantaneous time evolution of the averaged one-body distribution is essentially equiva-

lent to the solution of Vlasov equation. Furthermore， as usual molecular dynamics， AMD-V keeps 
the many-body correlation and can naturally describe the f1uctuation among many channels of the 

reaction. It has been demonstrated that the newly introduced process of AMD-V has drastic ef-

fects in heavy ion collisions of 40Ca + 40Ca at 35 MeV/nucleon， especially on the fragmentation 
mechanism， and AMD-V reproduces the fragmentation data very well. 
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